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Analogies 

1. hybrid : race -  6. well : drink -  

 (1)  oak : tree  (1)  forest : burn 

 (2)  newspaper : book   (2)  herd : graze 

 (3)  ox : cow  (3)  city : build 

 (4)  alloy : metal  (4)  field : harvest 

2. piano : scale -  7. noisy : "quiet!" -  

 (1)  pen : word  (1)  clumsy : "hold on!" 

 (2)  student : class  (2)  secure : "hang on!" 

 (3)  radio : sound  (3)  drowsy : "wake up!" 

 (4)  sword : fence  (4)  plodded : "slow down!" 

3. blade : rapier -  8. famished : hunger -  

 (1)  frame : picture  (1)  underprivileged : wealth 

 (2)  visor : hat  (2)  sturdy : toughness 

 (3)  backrest : chair  (3)  smart : tidy 

 (4)  lens : camera  (4)  ecstatic : happiness  

4. dictionary : language -  9. thimble : tailor 

 (1)  diary : days  (1)  anchor : sailor 

 (2)  book : page  (2)  helmet : soldier 

 (3)  transformer : voltage  (3)  mop : cleaner 

 (4)  calculator : figures  (4)  glove : surgeon 

5. lantern : spotlight -  10. outskirts : metropolitan -   

 (1)  knife : axe  (1)  archipelagoes : continent 

 (2)  wheelbarrow : truck  (2)  pit : fruit 

 (3)  crane : lift  (3)  scale : fish 

 (4)  watch : clock  (4)  coastline : island 
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1. hybrid : race -  6. well : drink -  

 A hybrid is a mixture of races just like 

alloy is a mixture of metals. 

 we extract something (water) from 

the well in order to drink it  just like 

we extract something (wood) from 

the forest in order to burn it. 

2. piano : scale -  7. noisy : "quiet!" -  

 A scale is a series of notes played by 

the piano just like a word is a 

combination of characters written by 

the pen. 

 "quiet!" = stop being so noisy  

"wake up!" = stop being so drowsy 

3. blade : rapier -  8. famished : hunger -  

 A rapier must have a blade in order to 

be effective just like a camera cannot 

exist without a lens. (the visor is not a 

defining part of the hat and there are 

chairs with no backrest). 

 Famished means extremely hungry 

just like ecstatic means extremely 

happy. 

4. dictionary : language -  9. thimble : tailor 

 We use a dictionary to translate one 

language to another just like a 

transformer is used to "translate" one 

voltage to another. 

 A thimble is meant to protect the 

tailor just like a helmet is meant to 

protect the soldier. 

5. lantern : spotlight -  10. outskirts : metropolitan -   

 A spotlight is a more effective and 

modern form of the lantern just like a 

truck is a more effective and modern 

version of the wheelbarrow. 

 The outskirts are the marginal parts 

of the city (the perimeter of the city) 

just like the coastline is the perimeter 

of the island. 
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